
Life as a fish!
Water Trekking and Canyoning on Monte Nerone
Piobbico - Pesaro e Urbino

Water Trekking

Walking near a clear and lively river, discovering its life and animals is only possible thanks to a natural guide unveiling the 

river's secrets for you!

Our activities of Water Trekking respect the river and the life in it. Walking for hours in the water could endanger its inhabitants 

and ecosystem, that is why our natural guide will walk with you along its shores and help you crossing it when needed. It is 

the perfect experience for nature lovers who want to discover the river respecting its life.

During the hike you will take advantage of the explanations that 

our natural guide will provide you about the river, its flora and 

fauna. Little waterfalls, lakes, canyons will show up during this 

amazing adventure. Enjoy the river and its wonders with us!

Duration: about 3 hours 
Guide: professional natural guide
Pricing for groups:

 1 - 4 people 5 - 10 people

Water trekking 3 h. € 130,00 € 160,00 

Water trekking 6 h. € 240,00 € 300,00 



Canyoning

Canyoning is a real adventure! You will walk and climb the 

most beautiful gorges created by our rivers and you will see a 

river as never before.

The experience involves using a variety of outdoor activities 

such as walking, scrambling, climbing, jumping or swimming, 

but do not give it up!

Canyoning can be for everybody and is enjoyed by people of 

all ages and skill levels.

Our natural guide will guide you through the most beautiful 

canyons in the area in the safest way and with all the 

equipment needed. You will walk through narrow gorges with 

numerous drops, beautifully sculpted walls and beautiful 

waterfalls. With our natural guide you will discover all the 

secrets of the river and the canyon and try yourself out in 

nature!

Duration: about 3 hours 
Guide: professional natural guide

Price per person: € 60,00

Characteristics - Life as a fish! 
Water Trekking and Canyoning on Monte Nerone

Availability: to confirm. 1 day 
Minimal order quantity: 4. Available: 1 for day
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